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Celebrating excellence California's
"governator"

School of Law reaches 50 year mark
By Courtney Holowach
SYAFF WRITER

By Elyse M. Rohrer
EDITOR IN CHEIF

CELEBRATING

To mark the occasion of celebrating
50 years of legal excellence for USD's
School of Law, an inaugural event was
held at the Joan B. Kroc Institute for
Peace and Justice on Sept. 30.
The event begins 15 months of
festivities, highlighting past, present
and future endeavors, including visits
by Supreme Court justices John Paul
Stevens and Antonin Scalia, as well as
a gala celebration during the weekend
of April 23-25, 2004. The first 50 years
marks the beginning of prominence in
legal education.
The law school was founded in April
of 1954 with Thomas J. Fanning serv
ing as dean pro tempore. The first law
class of eight men graduated in 1958 and
today, the law school has about 1,112
students enrolled; 819 of which attend
during the day and 293 in the evening.
Accredited by the State Bar of Cali
fornia in 1959 and the American Bar As
SANDIEGO.EDU/USDLAW
sociation in 1961, the law school was
admitted to the Association of American
Law Schools in 1966 and in 1996 the the law school in 1972, just a month pointed, and solid faculty scholarship
school joined the elite Order of the Coif, before I became Provost of USD, with •and exemplary teaching have charac
a national legal honor society that recog the law school and all other academic terized law programs. Enrollment has
nizes law schools for their excellence in units reporting to me. USD had a good been capped for over twenty years, but
programs, faculty and students.
law school at that time, but it has been numbers of applications have increased,
"I have been directly connected with very gratifying to watch it grow even leading to the enrollment of more gifted
USD's law school for about 35 years, better in quality over the years," Sister students. USD can be very proud of the
since I enrolled as an evening student Sally Furay said.
Please see LAW, page 3
in the fall of 1968. I graduated from
"Very talented faculty have been ap-

Eleven months after his election
to a second term. Gov. Gray Davis is
recalled.
California voters recalled Davis and
elected Republican Arnold Schwar
zenegger with nearly 50 percent of the
vote.
As for the rest of the ballot, California
voters also rejected both propositions 53
and 54. Proposition 54 prohibits state
and local governments from classifying
any person by race, ethnicity, color or
national origin and Proposition 53 allots
up to three percent of the state's general
fund for infastructure.
Davis is the first California governor
to be recalled. This historic race ends
with a new governor and heavy voter
turnout across the state.

athletics and secondly to serve in an
administrative capacity.
According to Dr. Robert Pastoor,
Vice-President of Student Affairs, the
responsibilities of the Athletic Director
were divided to create a new position;
the Executive Director of Athletics/As
sociate Vice-President for Student Af
fairs. Responsibilities of this position
include fundraising, external relations,
alumni and benefactor relations. The
University is currently narrowing the
field to three to five final candidates for
this position, which will be appointed
in early November.

This is "the best job in the world,"
Nester said.
According to Nester, it's fun coming
to work everyday and she is driven by
her passion for athletics and education.
She will always remain mindful of the
"student" in every student athlete, and
feels supported by both President Lyons
and Pastoor.
According to Nester, it's very impor
tant for her to be at a Catholic academic
institution which understands and sup
ports the various aspects of student
growth and development, including
within the context of athletics.
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New athletic director appointed
By Craig Smith

MANAGING EDITOR

After one of USD's most success
ful years in athletics. Athletic Director
Tom Iannacone retired after 15 years of
dedicated service. Shortly thereafter a
nation-wide search began, and former
Associate Athletic Director, Jo-Ann
Nester, was promoted to the Athletic
Director position.
In the past, the responsibilities of the
Athletic Director were twofold: first, to
oversee the overall operations of all
JB

Nester has been at USD since July
if 2002 and has a career spanning over
20 years. Originally from Philadelphia,
she received her B.S. and her M.S. from
Westchester in Pennsylvania, and her
Ed.D. from Temple University. She is
one of 27 female Division I Athletic
Directors and only one of those is in
the West Coast Conference.
Nester's responsibilities will include
supervising the Associate Athletic Di
rectors and interacting with the coaches
and trainers. She will also be able to
continue working closely with the
athletes.
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Public Safety Report
Sept. 29
San Miguel - Officers
contacted and cited three
USD residents for MIP in a
room on the second floor.
Oct. 1
Manchester Village
The fire alarm was set off
due to students cooking.
Oct.2
Marian Way at Maher
A student reported that a
white male was following
her and telling her that she
was going because she was
smoking. The suspect was
an elderly male suffering
from Alzheimer's disease.
He was transported home
and advised not to return to
campus.
Linda Vista Rd - Kiosk
officers observed a vehicle
containing alcohol entering
campus. Officers stopped
the vehicle with four nonstudent occupants, and the
driver was cited for having
an open container in the ve
hicle.

Manchester Village- The fire
alarm was activated due to a stu
dent burning candles.
Missions A - Officers con
tacted and cited four USD stu
dents for MIR
Oct. 3
San Juan- Officers contacted
a room for an inter-visitation
violation and one USD student
was cited for MIP.
Camino Library - A vehicle
collided with a pedestrian caus
ing minor injuries to the pedes
trian. Paramedics were called
but the victim refused transport.
The report was taken by SDPD.
Oct. 4
Cuyamaca - Officers re
sponded to the report of a large
party, which was not there, but
cited four students in a room for
MIP.
Missions Crossroads - Offic
ers contacted a lone female stu
dent in the roadway who ap
peared to be intoxicated. She
was transported to detox.

East Campus Rd. - A ve
hicle was stopped for exces
sive speeding. The driver
was a USD student and was
subsequently arrested for
DUI. SDPD transported the
individual to jail and the ve
hicle was impounded.
Oct. 5
Missions A - Officers re
sponded to a noise complaint
of loud music. Officers con
tacted residents of the room
and advised them to turn the
music down and the resi
dents complied.
San Rafael - Officers
contacted a resident for an
inter-visitation violation.
Upon entry into the room,
officers cited two residents
for MIP.
UTA's - An officer ob
served a female with alco
hol, contacted the USD stu
dent and cited her for MIP.
UC - Officers responded
to a fire alarm due to a faulty
smoke detector.
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Oct. 10
- Last Comic Standing,
8 p.m., UC Forum
- Denim Day
Oct. 11
- Football Game and
Homecoming Half Time,
1:30 p.m., Toreros Stadium
- Homecoming Dinner
and Dance, "The Sands of
Time," 6:30 p.m.. Hotel Del
Coranado
Oct. 12
- Women's Soccer Game
Oct. 13
- Sister to Sister Wisdom
Circle, 7 p.m., UC 104B
Oct. 14
- Men's Soccer Game
Oct. 15
-Entre Mujeres Wisdom
Circle, 6 p.m., United Front
- A Day without a Mexi
can, 7-10 p.m., Aromas
Oct. 16
- AS Senate, 12:15 p.m.,
Forum A

Correction

Favi Morales
OFFICE MANAGER

The Vista publication Is written and edited by
USD students and funded by revenues
generated through advertisement and a
student fee. Advertising material published is
for informational purposes only and Is not to
be construed as an expressed or implied
endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office Is located in the lower level
of the University Center, room 114B.
All inquiries should be sent to: The Vista.
5998 Alcala Park. San Diego, CA 92110
First copies of the newspaper are compli
mentary, all copies thereafter are 25 cents
charge.
Opinions expressed In The Vista other than
unsigned editorials are the opinions of the
writers or columnists and not necessarily
those of The Vista Staff.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The
Vista office. Letters should be limited to 300
words and must be signed. For Identification
purposes, USD ID numbers and writer's year
must be included in the letter. The Vista
reserves the right to edit published letters.
Any content sent to the editor will be
considered for publication unless otherwise
stated.

Oct. 9
- Faculty Recital, 12:15
p.m., French Parlor
- Powder Puff Football,
12:30 p.m., Valley Field
-FUSO and PRIDE Real
World Keynote, 7 p.m., UC
Forum
- Senior Happy Hour, 7
p.m.. The Sandbar

Oct. 16-18
Academic Integrity
Conference

PROOF TEAM

Marie Minnick

Calendar
of Events

SANDIEGO.PADRES.MLB.COM

The Padres will play at Petco Park in the following baseball seasons.

By Ingrid Hernandez-Monroy tion was delayed for nearly 15
STAFF WRITER

After 35 years of both great
and not-so-great memories at
Qualcomm Stadium (also
known as Jack Murphy Sta
dium), the team is moving from
Mission Valley to a brand new
"Ballpark District" designed to
celebrate the unique spirit of San
Diego.
The construction of PETCO
Park was approved by voters in
1998 and was originally sched
uled to open last year. Due to
investigations and lawsuits
about financial deals between
former City Councilwoman
Valerie Stallings and team
owner John Moores, construc

Brothers candy factory cost $3
months.
million to move and the build
The good news is, after all the ing is said to weigh three mil
talk of budget problems and the lion lbs.
possibility of more construction
All of these measures are be
delays, the Padres and their fans ing taken to ensure that the new
can take a breath of fresh air. "Ballpark District" is the best it
Recently, Mayor Dick Murphy can possibly be. The idea of hav
announced that the City of San ing the "World's Best Ballpark"
Diego will save nearly $3 mil is said to be based on the
lion per year by re-financing the Ballpark District itself. Aside
bonds for its share of the from PETCO Park, the plan for
PETCO Park project.
this District on J Street features
However, the current con world-class hotels, state-of-thestruction agenda at PETCO Park art office space, destination re
is still draining building funds tail and innovative housing
by the millions. Last week, con units.
struction crews moved a historic
An important highlight about
San Diego building 300 feet to the District is that it is located
make way for the ballpark. The within walking distance of the
30,000-square-foot Showley San Diego Convention Center

In the Oct. 2 issue of
The Vista, in the Entertain
ment section, the writer of
the Radiohead article was
Kristi Mountain, not
Tamara Umari.

and the Gaslamp Quarter.
What this all means is that
this part of downtown San Di
ego will soon see a lot more
tourists, which will hopefully
increase revenue that is useful
in maintaining the historic tra
dition of America's Finest City.
One big change from the sta
dium to the park is going from
63,480 seats to 42,000 fixed
seats with extra leg-room, with
the most expensive season tick
ets at PETCO Park costing
$2,900.
Please see PETCO, page 3
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Continued from LAW, pg. 1

growing national recognition of
its law school," Furay added.
The law school continues to be
recognized on a national level. This
year the faculty was ranked 22nd in
the country on a survey of 200 leadjngjegal educators. This places USD

The law school is especially proud
of its contribution to the San Diego
legal community; more than one in
four lawyers in San Diego are gradu
ates of USD.
"Our graduates are judges at ev
ery level of court systems in the U.S.,
Europe, Asia and Latin America. We
have graduates who are partners in
law firms throughout the world, in-

"Very tal nt eh faculty have
611 arfd
omted, an
ana sqna
race
solid lacultv
scholaj^nijT
a
xem|>i,ary teaching ch aractenze
prom<
ister Sally Furay
ahead of UC Hastings, UC Davis,
Emory, and the University of Notre eluding some of the toniest London
Dame among others. This is quite solicitor firms and we have gradu
an achievement considering USD's ates who are high in government
youth.
positions and CEOs of major busi
"It's [the law school] been on an nesses," Professor of Law, Herbert
upward trajectory and still is improv Lazerow, said.
"Having heard my colleagues talk
ing. It's an ambitious school whose
goal is excellence," Nancy Carter, about the past, and listened to Dean
Director of the Legal Research Cen Rodriguez talk about the future, I am
reminded of the great Winston
ter said.
The USD Law School has also Churchill's quote after the Battle of
graduated over 10,000 alumni, in El Alamein, the first allied victory in
cluding Gary Schons, Senior Assis WWII; This is not the end, this not
tant General Attorney with the Cali the beginning of the end, but perhaps,
fornia General Attorney's office this is the end of the beginning',"
among other distinguished graduates. Grant Morris, Professor of Law said.
Continued from PETCO, pg. 2

SANDIEGO.PADRES.MLB.COM

Construction for Petco Park is near completion.
,

The "Q" has been
home to the Padres since
their inaugural season in
1969. The stadium has
hosted both the 1984 and
1998 World Series and
the 1978 and 1992 Ma
jor League Baseball AllStar Games.
Among some great
moments, Tony Gwynn
had 1,555 of his 3,141
hits at the "Q." Also, one
of the most electric mo
ments came when Steve
Garvey hit the winning
home run in the bottom
of the ninth inning of

Thursday, October 9, 2003 ^

Words from the desk
Elyse talks about words

Have you ever stopped to won
der what you are really saying when
you say certain words?
Well, I do and I have been giv
ing it a lot of thought recently.
First of all, what is up with
people being called animal names?
It happens with both guys and gals
and it doesn't make an overabun
dance of sense.
For example, an attractive look
ing man might be referred to as a
"stud." A "stud" is really an ani
mal, especially a horse that is used
for breeding. Whatever happened to
tradition? Why don't people just
say that someone looks handsome
or that they are a hottie? What hap
pened to the good of days? Well, I
don't really know, to be quite hon
est.
If a woman is attractive, some
one might say that she is "foxy."
The last time I checked (it was a few
weeks ago, so 1 might be wrong) a
fox was an animal that was a close
relative of the wolf or dog. How is
that a woman who is attractive? A
fox has whiskers and weird, pointy
game four of the 1984 playoffs
against the Chicago Cubs. The
next day, the Padres won their
first pennant.
Ken Caminiti won the NL
MVP hqnor in 1996, and three
Padres won Cy Young
Awards—Randy Jones in 1976,
Gaylord Perry in 1978 and
Mark Davis in 1989. In 2001,
Rickey Henderson broke
records by Babe Ruth and Ty
Cobb at the "Q," and then got
his 3,000th hit on the last day
of the season.
And who could forget
Roseanne Barr hitting the worst
note in Qualcomm history? The

ears. As a matter of consistency, if
you are going to call your girlfriend
or the girl you are interested in a fox,
you might as well begin with other
expressions such as elf. You might
try, "Hey elf, do you wanna come
jingle my bells?" Disclaimer: If it
backfires and you get slapped, don't
come cry ing to me.
Now, a dog is supposed to be
man's best friend. If a guy cheats,
he is considered to be a cheater and
a "dog." Hold the phone! Isn't a
dog supposed to be man's best
friend and a close relative of the
"fox?" 1 thought so.
Okay, now let us look into an
other word. The word "chick" is
often used to describe women. In
stead of saying "girl" or "woman,"
"chick" is used. Hi, I know some
people may seem to like it, but do
they have feathers and do they
cluck? Do they live in Easterbunny
Land making sure that all of the
eggs are hidden so well that the chil
dren cannot find them all? No, and
this 1 say to you; the words we use
are more than just words.
infamous moment came on July 25,
1990, when Barr sang the national
anthem in front of 30,000 fans be
tween games of a double-header.
With the anticipated opening day
at PETCO Park come some special
offers for the fans. Padres fans can
now purchase a San Diego Ballpark
brick to be used in the construction
of PETCO Park and also take home
a commemorative brick of their own
starting at $100 each. This offer is to
support the Padres Foundation for
Children, which sets aside funds for
a Padres Scholar scholarship
awarded to high school students each
year. For more information, visit
sandiego.padres.mlb.com.
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GEICO's hiring!
Pass it on!
GEICO, a San Diego-based Berkshire Hathaway company, hired
hundreds of local college students this year. There's still time for you
to join them!

CAREERS IN MANAGEMENT,
SALES & SERVICE!
Emerging Leaders Program
Supervisor Leadership Program
Professional Sales Agents
Claims Representatives
Customer Service Representatives

REJECT FAKE

FREE CHECKING

Benefits:
• Excellent starting salaries
• Immediate health coverage & 401k
for full-time employees
• Profit sharing
• Fun company culture
Forward your resume or apply in person at:
GEICO Hiring Team, Job Code USCVista,
14111 Danielson St., Poway, CA 92064;
Fax: 888-644-5775; Jobline: 858-513JOBS; Email: sdjobs@geico.com.
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Tell your bank the jig is up. You're done with take
N9 FEE TO TALK TO 1TELLER
OR TEUPHOKE BANKER

free checking's monthly fees and you're ready for
Washington Mutual's truly Free Checking account.

Job Code Must Be Included To Be
Considered.

Truly free, with no monthly tee no matter what

NO MONTNLT FEE
NO MATTER WHAT TOUR BALANCE

your balance, no direct deposit requirement and no

NO DIRECT BEPOSIT REQUIREMENT

charge to talk to a teller. Reject fakery. Go to

NO PER-CHECK CHARGES

any Washington Mutual Financial Center or call

VISA* CHECK CARB
WITH NO ANNUAL FEE

1 -800-788-7000 and switch to truly Free Checking today.

Walk-ins welcome.

GElICO

www.geico.com
EOE/Drug test, physical, credit and background checks required.

Washington Mutual
MORE HUMAN INTEREST;
wflmu.com

DIRECT

FDIC Insured

USD
INTERSESSION
January 5 - 23, 2004
~ Register Early ~

Hawaii Pacific University offers nine graduate programs that emphasize
practical applications, providing students with current solutions and
innovative strategies needed for success.

Phone Registration
One Week Only
Monday, October 20th
thru
Friday, October 24th

PROGRAMS OF STUDY
• Master of Business Administration
• Master of Arts in Communication
• Master of Arts in Diplomacy and Military Studies
• Master of Arts in Global Leadership
• Master of Arts in Human Resource Management
4 Master of Arts in Organizational Change
4 Master of Arts in Teaching English as a
Visit the Hawaii Pacific Umverstty
Second Language

Pick up an Intersession
Bulletin around campus
or at Founders 108
See your Advisor
To get your PIN
& Choose Your Class

4 Master

of Science in Information Systems
4 Master of Science in Nursing

representative on campus:
Tuesday, Oct. 14 at 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Attractive scholarship and assistantship opportunities are available.

For more information call
(619) 260-4800

ULTRA ZONE
3146 Sports Arena Blvd. • Son Diego, CA
One Block East of SD Sports Arena!

(619) 221-0100
www.ullraionesamiiego.com

CENTER FOR GRADUATE STUDIES
1164 Bishop Street, Suite 9114 Honolulu, HI 96813
Phone: 1 {808) 544-0279 4 Toll-free: 1 866-6RAD-HPU
E-mail: graduate@hpu.edu

The Vista
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Unlocking the mysterious Torero tradition at USD
By Kendra Quintana
STAFF WRITER

Everyone cheers "Ole! Ole! Ole!" at
the sports games, but who honestly
knows what a Torero is? Ok, so you may
have guessed when you first saw the
school logo, that little blue guy dressed
in Spanish garb waving the flag around.
However, what you may not know is that
the Torero holds a much deeper signifi
cance to the University of San Diego.
"Torero" is derived from the Spanish
word "torear," meaning "to fight bulls"
and is often synonymous with "matador."
The athletic programs for football and
basketball explain that Torero is "...a
general term describing a bullfighter and
signifies courage, honor, and fidelity.
USD students, like the Torero, represent
a willingness to stand alone in the ring
and accept the challenge." This philoso
phy of single-handedly welcoming the
pressures of college life can be applied
to both athletics and to daily social and
academic life on campus.
Bullfighting can be traced all the way
back to the Romans, when men con
tended with wild beasts in a ring for pub
lic entertainment. Bullfighting, however,
is not intended to be a brutal or bloody
sport. The object of the Spanish
"corrida," or bullfight, is to "avoid con
frontation by using the human attributes
of intelligence, grace, and elegance."

This definition, provided by Mario
Carrion, confirms that bullfighting is
meant to be a competitive dance rather
than a violent sport. This view of bull

ing with the friendly relationship that exists between San Diego and Mexico," the
founding father of USD explained. Also,
the Spanish Renaissance architecture of

the athletic events without feeling embarrassed. If you are still not sold on being a Torero, just consider having to
cheer for one of these teams.

Connecticut College

Camels
Jersey City State College

Gothics
Southern Arkansas University

Muleriders
Southwestern College

Motindbuilders

Texas Christian University

Horned Frogs
Trinity Christian College

Trolls
University of Alaska (Northeast)

Humpback Whales
fighting as an art and the Torero as an
artist can be seen in the graceful atmo
sphere of the University of San Diego
and the refined nature of its student popu
lation.
However, USD has not always been
the Toreros. In 1961, the Most Reverend
Bishop Buddy changed the university's
nickname from the Pioneers to the
Toreros. "The name Toreros is in keep

the University of San Diego draws in
spiration from the 500-year-old Univer
sity of Alcala in Spain. Therefore, the
name Toreros more adequately reflects
the relationship between the two schools.
As does any mascot, the Torero lends
the students, faculty, and staff at the Uni
versity of San Diego a sense of identity
and unity. The Torero also gives us a rea
son to scream "Ole! Ole! Ole!" at all of

University of Arkansas Monticello

Boll Weevils

University of California Santa Cruz

Banana Slugs
Whittier College

Poe ts

Ellen Hart Pena gives an insider's view on eating disorders
By Megan Hanrahan
STAFF WRITER

In today's society, there is an over
whelming emphasis on one's appearance.
With the media highlighting the "perfect"
bodies of celebrities, it becomes hard to
distinguish what the actual "perfect"
body is. This confusion in perception
can eventually lead to our own negative
body image, which can further result in
dangerous methods of trying to attain the
unattainable.
Today, eating disorders affect almost
5% of all young women in the United
States and as many as 15% of young
women have unhealthy attitudes and be
haviors about food. The university rec
ognizes that this is also a prevalent issue
on many college campuses across the
country. To help educate and inform our
campus community, there were several
events which contributed to "Body Im
age Awareness Week"(Monday, Septem
ber 29 through Thursday, October 2).
Highlights included: a guest speaker,
healthy menu specials in the dining ar
eas, an introduction and tour of the JCP
fitness center, and a presentation by nu
tritionist Karen Freeman.
The keynote speaker of the week was
Ellen Hart Pena, who took the time to
give a presentation on September 30th.
Free of charge, Mrs. Pena shared her
story last Tuesday night in the UC cen
ter. She was also joined by a group of
panelists that answered questions after
the presentation. This event was success
ful, as numerous people in the audience
were extremely enlightened by both her
story and her message.
Having an almost idealistic life from
the outside, there was never any indica
tion that Mrs. Pena was troubled. Hav

ing always been an overachiever, Ellen
excelled in everything she put her mind
to. She lettered in basketball, soccer and
track. Being such an outstanding student
and athlete, she went on to Harvard Uni
versity and during this same time, she
also went to the Olympic trials. After

pointed out, everything seemed perfect
from the outside and she was very suc
cessful at keeping up her healthy, pulled
together exterior. However, the reality
of the situation was drastically different,
as she struggled with anorexia and bu
limia for ten years.

MEGAN HANRAHAN

Ellen Hart Pena tells of her difficult battle with eating disorders.

graduating cum laude from Harvard, she
then proceeded to become a lawyer.
Soon after, she married and started a fam
ily with her prestigious politician hus
band Federico Pena and even spent some
time in Washington, D.C. As Ellen

It all started in college as part of the
effort to maintain her shape for the sake
of athletics. A coach of hers had men
tioned that she would run faster if she
lost some weight. This was the spark
that lit the fire for her and once she got

involved with the disorder, she couldn't
stop. Being extremely ashamed of her
self, she hid the compulsion from every
one, including her husband. After years
of struggling, she made the decision to
get help and today she is in recovery from
the disorders that could have taken her
life.
Her story was made into a TV movie
for ABC entitled "Dying to be Perfect:
The Ellen Hart Pena Story." She uses
clips from this movie to illustrate aspects
of her presentation. Her recovery in
spired her to create a special program
where she helps people suffering with
eating disorders, friends of people with
eating disorders, student athletes with
eating disorders and the coaches of such
athletes. This special program promotes
healthier body images than those epito
mized in modem culture. She makes sure
to point out that the average woman is
5'4" tall and weighs 135 pounds, while
the average model is 5'11" tall and
weighs 115 pounds. Clearly, there is a
problem with these numbers that needs
to be changed.
Eating disorders have become an in
creasingly difficult problem throughout
the years, especially in this country.
There is the stereotype that to be beauti
ful is to be skinny. However, hundreds
of years ago, it was a sign of wealth and
beauty to be overweight. Over time, our
perception and views have been dis
torted, as many people fall into the trap
that eating disorders lay.
Although the addiction is an ex
tremely private one, there are many
places where one can get help if needed.
On campus, there is the Counseling Cen
ter at Serra 300 or x4655 (619/260-4655)
where someone in need can receive con
fidential help and support.
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Off-roading in a Porsche SUV
By Jason Treter
CHIEF COPY EDITOR

Traditionally, taking lifted
trucks and sport utilities off-road
has been the declasse passion of
those working/middle class
people who drive Fords and
Jeeps.
It would not have been in
vogue for a self-respecting resi
dent of La Jolla or Del Mar to
be seen driving down the street
in their beat-up Chevy 4x4.
I have heard many affluent
people complain about their de
sire to off-road in San Diego's
East County, but never had they
the means of doing that. Just
imagine how the neighbors
would react if they saw an old
junk truck driving down La Jolla
Village Drive.
That sort of scene could ruin
a professional career and dam
age his child's rich sense of self.
If a sorority chapter learned that
a girl's father did that sort of
atypical activity, it could surely
be grounds for dismissal. Turn
over your card missy!
With the creation of the 2003
Porsche Cayenne, never to be
confused with the Chevy Chey
enne, now the rich can enjoy
their leisurely off-roading week
ends in complete comfort and
style. The Cayenne is more than
another glitzy vehicle to be
driven on the dirt road at the Del
Mar Polo Club; it belongs in the
great outdoors with the deer,
chipmunks and mud. This is a
luxury automobile as hot as the
name suggests.
Many of the prosperous deni
zens of La Jolla already own the
Porsche Carrera and can now

3.PORSCHECOM

The 2003 Porsche Cayenne unites one of the world's best sports cars with SUV capabilities.

park this lovely SUV beside the
many automobiles in their im
pressive collection. Yes, they
probably have a 2003 Land
Rover and a BMW X5, but can
any of those vehicles compare
in grandeur or chic as a Porsche?
I fear not. Nothing expresses
class and opulence more than
Porsche. The unmatched auto
company resonates with the
same cachet as the renowned
names of Saks Fifth Ave., Gucci
and Beverly Hills. Porsche has
a strong tradition of creating
many of the leading sports cars
in the world.
The Porsche Cayenne is the
avatar of extravagance and re
sembles the much-revered 911
Carrera Coupe, yet has four
doors and a sweet lift. The SUV
can accommodate 20-inch rims;
this way the homies in the LJC
can rollup with dub spinners and
their full array of bling-bling.
The front of the Cayenne
slopes down slightly, providing
it with a better aerodynamic

shape and the appearance of
panache. This design is not in
tended to deceive; the model is
illegally fast. With 340 Clydes
dales under the hood and a V8
engine larger than most
Cessna's, it can reach an amaz
ing maximum speed of 165
mph—making it the fastest
sport utility on the planet.
That incredible speed is
roughly three gees (I'm not talk
ing about homies or grams of
nose candy). If you were caught
driving that fast the ticket would
cost as much as the car and
would not get you into
NASCAR, but land you in fed
eral prison for the better part of
your adult life.
The Porsche Cayenne starts
at a most reasonable $55,900—
that does not include any
swanky upgrades, booming
sound system, or stylish interior
threads. If this ride is intended
be the Figurehead of lavishness,
then one must budget for at least
another $15-20,000 in accesso

ries.
To accommodate the Cay
enne for the wild off-road ad
venture of your dreams, start by
lifting the body and adding a
better suspension—like the type
used in the Baja 500. The pro
fessional racing suspension
could provide a howitzer with
stability and will keep your latte
from spilling while soaring over
chasms and rivers. The comfort
of the new spring shocks will
allow the vehicle to land with
the sheer grace of a ballerina and
prevent the passengers from
feeling the sensation of crush
ing box turtles in the desert.
To protect the exterior lights
from damage while plowing
through a thicket or toll-way, I
highly recommend the addition
of front and rear metal light cov
ers, along with a massive steel
reinforced bumper. This way,
if a tree branch or foolish pedes
trian gets in your way, you can
bulldoze it and continue on an
unaltered course. Had Evel

Knievel driven this vehicle, he
surely could have cruised
through the Arizona hinterland
and still cleared the Grand Can
yon with absolute ease.
As for the interior of the
SUV, 1 recommend the modish
Gucci upholstery print or os
trich. Both fabrics express an
understanding in popular culture
and hedonism. Of course, one
could strike a fine balance and
decorate the steering wheel,
dashboard, and trim in ostrich,
while placing the "G" prints on
the seats and ceiling.
From personal observation of
couture, I believe that a light
blue base color with the black
Gucci print supplies the best ef
fect. With the designer interior
established, your girlfriend can
bring her matching purse and
luggage for a weekend holiday,
truly making the experience aes
thetically pleasing.
I believe it will only be a
matter of time before more of
these vehicles begin to appear
on the street. Americans have
tremendous incomes and the
price of purchasing this new
SUV is nothing compared to the
joy that they will have from the
off-roading experience.
In fact, you can see a black
Cayenne with dark tinted win
dows on Marian Way most days
of the week. Be sure to stop and
appreciate that auto when you
walk by, for it is the finest SUV
in the world.
We should all be as fortunate
to be graced by its presence. So
when you go to buy your next
sport utility, do not consider the
H2 or a Lexus; the savvy con
sumer knows that Porsche is the
superior choice.
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Do Not Call" No justification
during dinner for yS in |raq
44

misconception as a way to gain and it is too late to try and cor
American support for Operation rect these awful mistakes.
STAFF WRITER
Another huge problem in our
Iraqi Freedom. Even the name
attack
on Iraq is that we did this
within itself was a ploy. Propa
Americans, at a time of inner- ganda was utilized by the me against the consent of the U.N.
continental struggle, have been dia to gain support for the war. and with an overwhelmed abun
There were several times dance of world opposition. Key
plagued with the task of rebuild
when President Bush resorted to countries such as France and
ing the Iraqi state.
We are already suffering "preliminary findings" as sup Russia openly disagreed with
from a declining economy; un port for his actions. Often times what the U.S. was planning to
do. There was international pro
employment is high, and the these findings turned out to be
education system is worsening. completely false. Allegations testing as well as thousands of
Before President George W. against President Bush that he Americans who did not think
Bush declared war on Iraq, used false evidence and based that inflicting violence would
many false allegations and mis his words on a plagiarized stu bring a means to an end. And it
hasn't.
leading statements were made in dent thesis.
Now, our economy is bad,
There has also been admit
an attempt to gain national sup
unemployment
is high, the edu
tance that British Prime Minis
port.
cation
system
is
worsening, and
Against the will of thousands ter Tony Blair was aware that
President
Bush
is
plugging hun
of American and international Saddam Hussein had no weap
dreds of billions of dollars of our
protestors, the United States ons available to deploy, some
money into rebuilding a coun
thing
overemphasized
through
military invaded Iraq and
try we destroyed.
dropped bombs on a country out the war.
Bush is requesting even more
All of the facts that have been
whose military budget was re
money,
bringing the costs to
ported as $1.4 billion dollars in proven as lies have undermined
exceed
more than the U.S.
2001. In contrast the military the entire cause that our Presi
should be responsible for. Due
budget of the U.S. in 2002 was dent hopes to represent. It is un
to all the opposition we had in
nearly $400 billion. According believable that Americans can
invading Iraq in the first place,
to CNN, this is more than triple still trust in our actions and be
it has recently proven much
that of Russia, who has the sec lieve the claims of our govern
more
difficult to rally support
ond largest military budget, ment.
through
troops and money from
Another problem that faces
which was estimated at $65 bil
all wars is that there is economic other countries.
lion dollars in 2001.
Americans did not realize
To date, there have been 371 interest involved. It seems ap
that
invading Iraq would require
confirmed coalition deaths. This parent that U.S. interests lie in
involvement indefinitely.
our
number is overshadowed by the oil business. President Bush
This
was not a quick, overnight
more than 7,000 Iraqi civilians himself was in the oil business,
solution.
We have now invaded,
that have been killed. The kill and his vice president Dick
gained power (and control, to
ing that has occurred on either Cheney was the CEO of
some extent) but now there is
side of the War on Iraq is a re Halliburton.
Rumors have circulated that much more to be done.
sult of unnecessary action taken
Reconstruction requires
since the reconstruction stage of
by the Bush Administration.
money,
effort and unity. The
Don't get me wrong; I fully Iraq has begun, many of the con
problems that face Iraq are
support our troops. What 1 do tracts have been awarded to
deeper than we understand.
companies
that
share
close
ties
not support are the orders they
Their disagreements stem from
have been given to carry out in with President Bush and Vice
religious beliefs and conflicts
the Middle East. My primary President Cheney. Vice Presi
that trace back longer than the
concern is getting our soldiers dent Cheney's oil-oriented com
U.S. has existed.
back safe and alive, as well as pany, Halliburton, has also been
I wholeheartedly agree that
involved
in
environmentally
sustaining the lives of innocent
Saddam
Hussein is a brutal
damaging activities, as well as
Iraqis.
madman
and
dictator but at the
The primary justification for been accused of human rights
same
time
I
feel that the U.S.
this war has yielded no evi violations.
had
no
authority
to destroy his
This evidence shows the ne
dence. No weapons of mass de
struction have been found. glect of our current government country.
Iraq is not the only country
Claims that Iraq tried to buy ura in areas that are central to the
in
which innocent people are
nium from Niger, Africa have future of our world on a global
being
tortured. Places such as
proved incorrect. Over 400 in scale. I feel that environmental,
Malaysia, Guatemala, and
spections were conducted and human rights and rational eco
Egypt have all relied on torture
nomic
issues
ought
to
be
the
fo
no substantial results were
as
a way to gather sources and
cus of our growth as the most
yielded.
information.
Yet we continue to
President Bush has plugged powerful country. We should be
support
these
countries.
huge amounts of American setting an example as a respect
The Iraqi war was an unjust
money into the reconstruction of able role model, not stimulating
cause,
and the result will con
Iraq with no decent results to the ideas of imperialism, global
tinue
to
be dragged out further
show for it. Iraq is in chaos. It ization and war.
beyond
the reign of the Bush
War is not the answer. War
seems that Americans have been
administration.
As Gandhi once
disillusioned from the beginning can never result in a decent so
said, "Be the change you wish
of this war. President Bush used lution; it only creates more prob
to see in the world." The ques
persuasion tactics and relied on lems in the long mn. The United
tion then is, do we, as students,
Americans lack of knowledge of States supported Saddam
wish
to see the future of our
the nonexistent link between A1 Hussein in the Iran-Iraq conflict.
world
gobbled up by warfare
We supplied him with the means
Qaeda and Saddam Hussein.
and destruction?
He subtly used this common to become a powerful dictator

By Kristi Mountain

RAY GALVAN

Telemarketers face the possibility of losing clients if "Do Not Call"
goes into effect, thus relieving Americans of annoying calls.

By Mike Minicilli
STAFF WRITER

For every supper since the
dawn of the telephone, there has
been a telemarketer there to call
and interrupt a seemingly per
fect family moment at the table.
Who could be on the other end
of the line?
A loved one deciding to keep
in touch at the exact moment
that dinner is served? Possibly.
A friend in an emergency? Per
haps. Just another phone solici
tor trying to pawn a credit card,
free long-distance minutes, or
other useless wares? Most defi
nitely.
As long as there has been an
Oscar-winning big screen movie
premiered on television for one
night only, there has been a pre
recorded voice telephone adver
tisement there to force us out of
our comfy seat on the couch dur
ing the turning point scene of
that very film. When will it all
end?
Perhaps a few mistaken calls
from PacBell representatives to
the Oval Office were the even
tual cause for government action
after years of torture suffered by
households across America.
Now, a national "Do Not Call"
list presents itself as the most
logical solution to the longtime
problem faced by each and ev
ery family equipped with a tele
phone.
The bill is now in stalemate
as lawmakers review it, decid
ing to halt it only days before it
was to go into effect. But there
is one question that remains in
the back of all of our minds: do
these companies have a right to
inform the consumer of a brand
new product, or are they delv
ing too far into our personal
lives by making their annoying
calls?
Televisions serve as visual
telemarketing centers as well,
with commercials interrupting

our favorite shows with shame
less advertisements every fif
teen minutes. I personally find
the television ads more offen
sive. By reluctantly answering
the phone, I can simply hang it
up the moment I hear the name
"Minicilli" pronounced with an
extra five syllables.
Sitting in front of the televi
sion, I do not have the ability to
promptly end an infomercial for
the George Foreman Grill. 1
must sit, wallowing in my per
sonal loathing of commercials to
learn the consequences if I do
not purchase the Lean Mean
Grilling Machine. In the end,
we must concede that
infomercials are as part of the
American way as are Internet
pop-up ads, door-to-door sales
men, junk mail, and, yes,
telemarketers.
In theory, the "Do Not Call"
list is a clearly effective method
for halting the telemarketing
disease that plagues all of our
lives. But it is surely not the
cure. The greater the number of
phone calls blocked, the more
envelopes will be stuffed into
our mailboxes and "free offers"
emailed to our accounts. There
is no way to stop the advertis
ing onslaught; we can only hope
to contain it.
When all is said and done, the
answer appears quite clear. If
companies have the right to
phone us at all hours of the day,
then it is our right and our duty
to return their calls—not out of
spite for the heartless busi
nesses—but out of sincere re
spect as human beings. Call me
crazy, but is it not a kind ges
ture to reply to the telemarketers
with a phone call of our own?
It is only right for the aver
age American consumer to re
turn their calls and try to sell our
ideas of their products back to
them. And if that important re
turn call just so happens to come
at the telemarketer's dinner
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FEATURE EDITOR

It's Friday night in South Mission Beach and
after a long week of studying and being re
sponsible, students are ready to wind down
and cut loose. For college students, it's
party time. So, let's say college student
Joe-Shmoe decides to invite a couple
of friends over, have a few beers, and
listen to some music. Sounds harm
less enough. But before the keg
is tapped and the Jell-0 shots
come out of the freezer, the
house has turned into party
4
central, with minors running
amok all over the place. Good
ol' Joe has somehow allowed the
situation to get out of control. It is
negligence like this that willno longer
be permitted under the new San Diego
City Ordinance on house parties. (If you
didn't tune into the Vista last week, check
it out for specific details of the law).
With the new law in full effect, the ramifica
tions are hitting USD students hard. Some feel
that Mission Beach has been targeted by police and
is being used as an example to forewarn others- an
attempt to put a lid on house parties for good.
"It just seems a little harsh to me. A $1,000 dollar
fine and a night in jail, just for having a party? We're not
criminals here, we're college students. It just doesn't seem that the punishment
fits the crime," Marissa Lyftogt, USD senior, said.
Sergeant P.T. Vinson, of the Northern Division of San Diego Police Depart
ment, responds to these sort of allegations by stating that the "San Diego City
Council doesn't think these consequences are too severe," and "the city has
some of the most liberal alcohol laws you'll find."
But what about SDSU? Surely, many ofus can recall frequenting the campus
for wild frat parties and other such events. Isn't San Diego State a well-known
haven for underage drinking? Why don't we hear of any $1,000 fines or nights
spent in jail in that neck of the woods? Probably because we weren't paying
attention. Sergeant Vinson says there were over 400 alcohol-related arrests
in the San Diego State campus area over the first weekend of school. So, it's
not just Mission Beach and it's not just USD students being punished for their
actions. It's all the students who seem to have gotten out of control and lost
sight of the law, the law that says you must be 21 years of age to drink alcohol.
Somehow college students think they can get away with drinking and that laws
don't apply to them.

The Vista

face the consequences." said, Marie Minnick, As
sistant Dean of Students. Students are not only af
fected in terms of the law, but will also have to
face consequences imposed by their academic
institution. When USD students are involved
in illegal behavior, SDPD informs Public
Safety of the student's offense, and the
problem is then addressed through dis
cipline policies at the university (see
USD's student code of rights and
responsibilities in the Archway
student handbook, for further
details). Minnick said students
have a responsibility to their
community and the institu
tion they represent. Students
who will eventually graduate
with a degree from USD should
be concerned with the reputation
attached to that name-its academic
distinction should not be compromised
with a "party school" stigma. Residents
live in close quarters down at the beach.
Vinson said, "Students shouldn't be interfer
ing with other people's lives." It's unfair for
party-goers to keep families and those who need
to wake up early from getting the much-needed
sleep they deserve. Nor is it appropriate to take of
ficers out of the field countless times only to respond
to the multitude of noise complaints. Perhaps they have
more important things to do.
The authorities are not trying to stop undergrads from having a good time;
these laws were created for a reason. Vinson and Chief of Public Safety at
USD Larry Barnett recall instances of fights, violence, and sexual assault in
the past- all outcomes of binge drinking and wild parties. "We're trying to
protect students from themselves," they claim.
As students, how can we protect ourselves from MIPs, fines, and jail time?
It's unrealistic to say students will stop partying altogether, but perhaps if
students can become informed, they can find ways to "party responsibly" (and
legally). Here are some tips: As long as (1) all those present at a party are 21
years of age, this law will not affect hosts (but noise ordinances must still be
recognized-quiet hours after 10pm). (2) If there are minors present, this law
will not affect the host if those minors are not consuming alcohol- the loop hole
here is that there must be at least 3 minors present, one of which is consuming
alcohol for the host to be in violation of the ordinance. But what if you're 21
and have roommates who are underage? The law says it is only the "host" who
will face the consequences. Therefore, your best bet is to leave the premises
and avoid getting caught in the web of confusion and gray area imposed by
the many fine details of the law.

sorry guys,

party's
over

Some feel the law places blame directly on 21-year-old adults, giving strict
punishments for crimes they may not have been aware of; like minors drinking
in their homes. According to the council, homeowners should be responsible
enough to know what's happening on their property at all times. Also, Vinson
says that underage drinkers will still be held accountable for their actions and
be vulnerable to the same laws that affected them before the house party ordi
nance. For college students, that means familiar acronyms like MIP and DUI,
which are still in full effect.
"If they choose to take the risk, then they'll have to be mature enough to

The key objectives here are simple: to keep students safe and community
members happy. SDPD must enforce this law in order to meet those objec
tives. The question many students are still asking is, are USD students being
victimized by the consequences of too harsh a law or are they the perpetrators
of irresponsible partying and negligence? Where do we draw the line in such
gray areas? Can there be clear-cut answers, or is youth and authority bound
to stand in conflict and contradiction? Will we ever find a common ground
where everybody's happy?

USD Code of Conduct
The same conduct prohibited
on University campus occur
ring off premises and non Uni
versity events may nonetheless
be subject to University sanc
tions when it adversely affects
the University, its education
al mission or its community.
(This includes violations of
law, including local, state and
federal statutes).

For more information and details on San Diego County alcohol-related laws, check
www.alchohoTpolicypanel.org
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PB Bar & Grill
Probably the most well-known bar in PB, this place has its pros and
cons. The good: it's huge, always bumpin', has a great outdoor patio and
Club Tremors in back, where one can dance their pants off till the wee
hours of the morn'. The bad: aside from being a meat market filled with
bad pick up lines and wandering eyes, the lines are almost guaranteed to
be lengthy and once you get in, don't count on having elbow room or fast
service. Visit PB Bar & Grill on "Taco Tuesdays" and enjoy cheap beers
and scrumptious tacos at $2 each.

Fred's
Right next door to Typhoon Saloon, Fred's Mexican Food cafe is "mm
mm" good. Happy hour gets the good vibes rolling with discounted prices
and fabulous margaritas. But watch out, it can get pretty crowded in such
tight quarters!

Typhoon Saloon
By Jen Shaeffer
FEATURE EDITOR

With house parties involving the possibility of jail time and large fines, students
who can legally drink are less inclined to do so in their own homes, and so they turn
to the bars... Now more than ever, the much awaited birthday where one finally
reaches the party destination of 21 is eagerly met. On this eventful day, everything
becomes legal and by night you can't seem to see straight enough to pass go or col
lect your $200. With the incidence of house parties slowly diminishing, students
return night after night to the bar where "everybody knows your name," (or doesn't
know your name, which can make for an interesting night too!)
The verb "party" is defined by Webster's Dictionary as "a number of persons
invited to a social entertainment," and is inextricably linked with one's college career.
Let's not lose sight of the facts. We are in school for academic purposes, the primary
object being "to learn" (refer USD mission statement for full definition). However,
learning, my friends, can occur on many different levels, with many different people,
in many different locations (besides the classroom or textbook). So, let's embark on
a little journey, as we leam the ins and outs of the San Diego bar scene.
The real-life 21-year-olds become quickly aware of how anti-climactic the bar
scene can be, especially if your friend's fake has been getting you in for the last
couple years already. Bars are fun, undoubtedly. However, a few too many cock
tails, bad pick-up lines, and spilled beer on your new shoes can quickly turn the
night into a bummer if you're not careful. Lucky for us, SD caters to its wealth of
youngsters, providing them with bars and hang-outs to suit each and every wish
one can muster for a night out. Choosing among the posh and upscale clubs of the
downtown Gas Lamp Quarter, the trendy, mid-twenties bars in PB, and dive bars in
South Mission Beach, SD party-goers are given all they need to arrange the perfect
drunken rendezvous.
The San Diego bar scene is a haven for partiers. Since the SDPD has cracked
down with new laws designed to curb wild parties and underaged drinking, college
kids have nowhere to go. Partying is going to happen regardless of what authorities
say or do, and bars provide the means. The kiddies will just have to sit tight and
wait until they're legal. For those who already are, here's what you have to look
forward to in our side of town.
CSMJUjU LWLKtDCo

Pennant/Beachcomber (a.k.a. Penior, Peanut, Comber)
Let's be honest. The Pennant is a total dive bar. It's small, it's dirty, it's the Pen
nant. But some years ago, as USD students packed into the tiny cottages that line the
boardwalk, the Pennant became our own. In some senses, it's the bar to see and be
seen in. Thursday nights have traditionally been declared as "the night," as tired and
burnt-out students meet and greet each ether for yet another, much-awaited night at
the Pennant. Forget dancing, sitting down at tables, playing pool, cocktailing, and
other commonplace bar occurrences. This place serves a need and a purpose: get
ting drunk. Once you're in the neighborhood, you might as well complete the night
and scoot over to the Beachcomber. Quite similar to the Pennant (especially after
a few cocktails), the Comber brings good times. This joint has two pool tables in
back and a DJ playing all the hottest tunes. Drinks are cheap and the vibe is good.
Why not give it a whirl?

Notoriously known for Wednesday's 80s night, when rock group "Metal
Shop" dominates the stage. Typhoon is definitely one of the favorites in
PB. While long lines and cover charges can be a bummer, the wait is worth
your while. Once inside, you'll find a spacious front room filled with
tables as well as a huge club in back where you can get down to the mu
sic. Two bars also accelerate the intoxication process as their fast service
doesn't test one's patience like the other bars do.

The Dog
Woof. The dog is located across the street from Typhoon on Gresham
Street. A hole in the wall, this is the perfect place to go for those low-key,
budget-friendly drinkers. While it doesn't provide much space inside, it
has two pool tables and $ 1 beers on Wednesdays (how can you turn that
down?). But if your college diet doesn't fancy beer, you're out of luck, this
bar doesn't offer hard-alcohol.

Sin bad's
A hookah bar located on Garnet Street, Sinbad's welcomes smokers of
all shapes and sizes (ages too!). Here, Rastafarian meets beach bum in a
dim, relaxing atmosphere where patrons can enjoy exotic teas and puff on
flavored tobacco from giant pipes.
So, as the college years quickly pass us by, party going, barhopping and
good times will most definitely roll. We spend our weeks hitting the books,
but weekends serve to let loose and have fun. Make a destination out of
some of these bars, where alcohol consumption can be done in a safe and
hassle-free environment. Meet up with your fellow peers and see what
the upcoming nights have in store- make sure to have
a sober ride home and a hefty glass of water before bed!

&GUTH MISSION BEACH
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On Broadway
This is probably one of the most popular downtown clubs. Kind of like
a night in TJ, you've gotta be rarin' to go for this place. On Broadway
is enormous, chic, and trendy. There are two levels and several different
rooms, all featuring different music and themes. There are plenty of bars
and it's usually always pumping with crowds of eager, well-dressed club
bers. It's a bit pricey- about $8 a drink, plus a cover charge, and parking is
horrendous, but cab fare from USD or the beach is only a few bucks if you
share with friends.
*Also popular are Ole Madrid, The W, and Deco's
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"CALIFORNIA WESTERN
faculty makes s t u d e n t s a p r i o r i t y .
They're genuinely committed
to my SUCCESS."
D E G R E E

P R O G R A M S

Juris Doctor
JD/MBA
JD/MSW
JD/PhD - History or Political Science
LLM - Trial Advocacy
MCL/LLM - Comparative Law

A R E A S

O F C O N C E N T R A T I O N

Child, Family, Elder Law
Creative Problem Solving
Criminal Justice
Intellectual Property/Telecommunications Law
International Law
Labor and Employment Law

MI S S I O N - FOC U S E D

C E N T E R S

California Innocence Project
Institute for Criminal Defense Advocacy
McGill Center for Creative Problem Solving
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Take Action Tour 2003 unites hardcore and charity

The Vista

N' Roses and Iron
Maiden.
As far as each mem
ber having a stage name,
The 2003 Take Action
The Reverend explained
Tour rolled through San
it as "like an alter-ego
Diego last Saturday, Oct.
thing when you go
4, and left the audience's
onstage and you can be
eardrums ringing once
that person (alias), not
blistering sets by Poison
the person you are when
the Well, Avenged Sev
you wake up in the
enfold (A7X), Shadows
morning and eat your
Fall and Throwdown
eggs."
were complete.
"It's the whole image
The Take Action Tour,
thing, the whole larger
presented by Sub City
AVENGEDSEVENFOLD.COM
than life idea. You don't
Avenged Sevenfold's latest effort. Waking the Fallen, is an epic album.
Records (a division of Hope
know Slash's real name
less Records), raises aware
or f****** Axl Rose's
ness and monetary assistance for The
real name, they're just f****** amaz
National Hopeline Network (1-800ing. It's more interesting," said Johnny
SUICIDE).
Christ in a confident tone.
For every ticket sold on the 28-city
Avenged Sevenfold ripped through
nationwide tour, 10 percent of the pro
a tight 30-minute set last Saturday,
ceeds will go to the Hopeline to ben
Oct. 4, at SOMA, while crowds of
efit society's0 alienated and depressed
pierced, tattooed and slightly dis
youth.
gruntled males with black dyed hair
According to the U.S. Centers for
violently swung their arms and jumpDisease Control and Prevention, sui
kicked unsuspecting kids in the audi
cide claims the lives of an average of
ence.
30,000 Americans per year, including
No, the punk rock/hardcore fans
roughly 5,000 young people.
weren't trying to hurt anyone; they
According to the Institute of Medi
were just dancing. To the metal fan of
cine, an estimated 650,000 hospital
the 80s and 90s, the hardcore dancing
izations each year in the U.S. are re
may seem like a epileptic fit, but to
lated to suicide.
those kids who prescribe to the ag
Since the Hopeline's launch, "the
gressive karate-style dancing, it's all
network has routed more than 750,000
part of going to the show.
calls and this number continues to
Shadows Fall hit the stage minutes
grow by 30,000 a month," according
afterA7X ended. Shadows Fall's lead
to the Take Action press release.
singer Brian Fair approached the
"We've raised more than $300,000,
stage, dreadlocks hanging down past
but the value of the awareness that's
his knees and began to growl into the
been stimulated is not measurable,"
mic, rocking the SOMA main stage,
says Take Action founder Louis
inspiring a traditional circle pit in the
Posen, president of Hopeless Records
process.
and Sub City Records in the Take
Shadows Fall hail from Boston,
Action press release. "Nothing com
Massachusetts, and have been touring
pares to a kid who writes a letter say
with Ozzfest this past summer as well
ing he was depressed, contemplating
as with the Take Action Tour for the
suicide, and has now gotten help and
last quarter of the shows on the west
feels like he's a new person. That's
coast.
why we arc doing this."
According to SoundScan, Shadows
In addition to the Take Action Tour,
Fall are consistently selling more cop
which has featured bands including
ies of their The Art ofBalance CD than
JOHN PIRANIAN
Shadows Fall's singer. Brian Fair, gives the SOMA
A7X, Poison the Well, Shadows Fall,
their second stage peers on Ozzfest
crowd some encouragement.
Dillinger Escape Plan, Eighteen Vi
last summer.
sions and Further Seems Forever, Sub
Poison the Well headlined the Take
City Records has released a double- known each other and always played Iron Maiden and the haunting lyrics of Action Tour, yet their position as the
disk, forty-five song compilation al in different bands. They were all the Misfits.
last slot may have worked against
bum.
pretty s***** and we decided to try
Having toured with Rise Against, them. Seemingly tired from the tre
The disks include bands like and form one that could actually do Shadows Fall, and the Warped Tour mendous sets of A7X and Shadows
Thrice, Good Riddance, The Ataris, something. We've just always been 2003, the band has tons of momentum, Fall, the crowd struggled to keep up
Rufio, A7X, Boy Sets Fire, among into heavy music. One day we de including an upcoming sold-out show the energy level given to the previous
dozens more. Again, all proceeds from cided to try and be serious about it." opening for AFI at UC Irvine.
bands.
this CD will go to The National
Since the release of their latest al
Having formed in 1997, Poison the
"As far as AFI, we hung out with
Hopeline Network.
bum, Waking the Fallen (Hopeless them on the Warped Tour and we Well has released three albums, the
Although the whole tour had the Records), A7X have emerged as one watched each other's bands and got to most recent being You Come Before
agenda of promoting awareness for of hardcore/metal's most epic bands. know 'em a bit. They offered us a show You. Most of Poison the Well's set
the Hopeline, the music is the reason In the song "Chapter Four," M. and thought our bands could do well to came off their latest album, many
that fans showed up. It was thunder Shadows sings, "Raise your head gether. Everything keeps on adding up, songs sounding a bit too slow for this
ing dual guitars and screaming vocals and taste the courage/ (the one of over time. Every show you play, it aggressively charged crowd.
that inspired the masses to attend the light)/ Fall from grace, unholy night/ touches more kids and hopefully they
The Take Action Tour glorifies the
show.
I've come here to kill you,/ won't come back and tell their friends," said music of angst-ridden youth while of
Avenged Sevenfold formed in high leave until you've died/ Murder bom The Reverend.
fering constructive efforts to help
school in Orange County and have of vengeance/1 closed my brother's
In the past few years, the band con those in need.
been together for four years.
eyes."
sisting of M. Shadows (vocals), Zacky
"Sharing the backstage area, there's
"We started off just playing any
Avenged Sevenfold's sound is Vengence (guitar), Synyster Gates (gui always craziness going on.
metal, hardcore or punk show we dark and could be described as a tar), The Reverend (drums), and Johnny Everyone's usually drinking and hav
could get on," said The Reverend in cross between the southern chug Christ (bass) have formulated a hard hit ing fun. I think metal coming back is
an interview behind SOMA a few ging riffs and metal squeals of ting metal sound that has been partly the best thing ever," said The Rever
hours before the show. "We'd always Dimebag Darrell, the epic songs of inspired by legends like Pantera, Guns end of A7X.
By John Piranian
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
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Murray's genius shines in "Lost In Translation"
By John Piranian

ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
Sofia Coppola brings the cultural
world of Tokyo, Japan to the hearts
and minds, as well as the eyes and
ears, of audiences viewing her latest
directorial project, "Lost In Transla
tion."
Coppola follows up her critically
acclaimed film "The Virgin Suicides"
by writing, directing and co-produc
ing this dark comedy. The film exam
ines cultural difference, self-explora
tion, relationships, and human exist
ence in a complex and confusing
world. Shot entirely in Tokyo,
Coppola masterfully invites viewers
to peek into the practices and
lifestyles of the Japanese through the
eyes of two confused Americans.
Bill Murray plays Bob Harris, a
Hollywood movie star who has trav
eled to Tokyo to film a series of Japa
nese whiskey commercials. De
pressed due to a creeping mid-life cri
sis, a souring marriage and the con
fusion of how to balance these prob
lems and still act as a caring and in
volved father, Harris struggles to
grapple with the harsh realities of his
aging life. All of these factors mince
around in Harris' mind, causing him
sleepless nights and miserable days.
Spending most of his time in the
luxury bar at his hotel, Harris drowns
his sorrows with whiskey on the
rocks.
Scarlett Johansson plays the role of
Charlotte, a recent graduate of Yale,
who moves to Tokyo with her husband
John (Giovanni Ribisi). Johansson's
character is suffering a "quarter-life
crisis," and is constantly striving to
discover reasons to be happy. A New
Yorker by birth, Scarlett winds up
moving from New York to Los Ange
les and temporarily to Japan; her newlywed husband transforms from the
love of her life to a distant workaholic

professional
photographer.
Charlotte's depression, due to a lack
of attention from her lover, causes
her to suffer from sleeplessness and
anxiety about their future.
Without company or attention
from their spouses, Charlotte and
Harris find themselves searching for

chemistry that most films fail to cap
ture.
Considering that Murray is 53 years
old and Johansson is 19 years old, the
romantic chemistry between the two in
"Lost In Translation" is not lust-filled
and inappropriate as in several Holly
wood films in which older actors like

YOSHIO SATO

Bill Murray raises his glass during a Japanese photo shoot for Santori Whiskey.
something in Tokyo. Harris searches
for rest and anonymity in a country
where his face is constantly seen
pitching whiskey advertisements on
billboards and passing commuter
buses. Charlotte searches for mean
ing in life by visiting Buddhist
temples, Zen gardens, and observ
ing the local Japanese public on the
crowded streets of Tokyo, in video
arcades, and in casinos.
It is not until Harris and Charlotte
meet that life in Tokyo becomes
bearable for the two characters. The
two forge an unlikely friendship that
might not last after leaving Tokyo,
but one that will be remembered for
ever. Gallivanting through the nights
of Japan in search of drinks and dis
tractions, Harris and Charlotte share

Clint Eastwood or Michael Douglas are
paired with young starlets. Coppola
wisely chose to write the screenplay as
more of a friendship with hints of at
traction generated by a mental compat
ibility and similitude.
The casting of the film could not
have been better, with Murray being the
perfect leading man. Celebrated as one
of Hollywood's finest actors, Murray
has had a surge in creative work in the
last few years. Among his most memo
rable roles in recent past is when he
played Herman Blume in "Rushmore."
Inspired by her visits to Japan,
Coppola (daughter of famed writer/di
rector Francis Ford Coppola) wrote the
screenplay in the U.S. Due to a limited
budget, the film was shot in a 27-day
frenzy, working six days a week. The

Dave Matthews: "Some Devil 99

By Natalie Zanzucchi
STAFF WRITER
Dave Matthews first solo CD, Some Devil,
is an eclectic mix of his creative genius, hard
hitting lyrics, and effort from gifted guest mu
sicians. Hardcore Dave fans will love this
demonstration of talent and appreciate the notso-subtle differences heard in his solo project
compared to the distinctive sound of Dave
Matthews Band.
If you don't know of the Dave Matthews
Band, you'll fall in love with Dave's roman
tic ballads. If you aren't sure if you like the
band, or Dave, listen to Some Devil and it will
be a struggle to ignore his talent as an artist.
The CD was released September 23, and,
according to Billboard magazine, sold
469,000 ci pies in its first week. The CD also
debuts at number two on the October 4 issue
of Billboard Magazine's "Billboard 200." In
an interview; Dave told the magazine that the
CD was an accident, which happened earlier
this year during a writing exercise that con
sisted of a break from the band. Dave said,
"Initially, 1 didn't know what I was going to
do with all this. And then it all started to fall
together and get personality, and it started to
sound a little more legitimate."

Among the artists accompanying Dave
Matthews on his new CD are Phish guitarist
Trey Antastasio, guitarist Tim Reynolds,
bassist Tony Hall, The Dirty Dozen Brass
Band drummer Brady Blade, Seattlemusic
Group, and string and horn arranger, Audrey
Riley. Stephen Harris, who also produced
the Dave Matthew's Band CD Busted Stuff,
produced Some Devil. This CD is a compi
lation of talented musicians, and thoughtful
lyrics (all written by Dave himself).
In a press release with RCA Records the
CD is described as "13 new compositions by
Dave Matthews that range from the strippeddown testimony 'of a guilty man who sinned
his way to the bottom of the barrel' to lav
ishly orchestrated, wistful romantic ballads."
This press release also says that the CD be
gan as a chance to document songs that
Matthews explains "hadn't really floated to
the surface with the band."
While each track on Some Devil clearly
demonstrates Dave's talents, the lyrics are
also kind of gloomy on the surface. This CD
engages views on deep, meaningful issues,
such as love, life, death, defeat, and purpose.
It is emotional, thoughtful, and memorable.
Dave Matthews' talent is undeniable.

film was shot entirely in Japan and
this is part of what makes the film so
striking.
Similar to the magic of Times
Square on 42nd Street and Broadway
in New York, Tokyo's setting is full
of bright flashing lights, futuristic
advertising, modern architecture and
droves of pedestrians and vehicles.
Whether the scene was shot on the
congested streets of downtown To
kyo, in the peaceful Buddhist temples
and gardens, or in the modem hotels
in which innovative technology like
automatic retracting blinds and flatscreen televisions are the norm, each
shot truly came to life before the
audience's eyes.
This movie could easily be viewed
more than once in order to fully ab
sorb its visual artistry.
The title of the movie, "Lost In
Translation," is quite clever.
Throughout the film, Coppola raises
themes of cultural difference and
misunderstanding.
In several scenes, Harris is be
fuddled by the formal traditions, lan
guage difficulties and professional
departures that can be expected in
cross-cultural encounters. During the
entire film, Coppola masterfully de
picts the Americans as "the other"and
viewers watch the unfolding of each
character's experience with this ad
aptation to Japanese collectivist life.
Instead of having the Americans ex
perience Japan in an ethnocentric
manner, Harris and Charlotte im
merse themselves in Japanese culture,
singing at karaoke bars, visiting clubs,
and eating sushi.
"Lost In Translation" is a fantastic
film that I would recommend to any
one who has an interest in culture, fine
cinema, dark comedy or who are fans
of Coppola and Murray. As I walked
away from this critically acclaimed
film, I felt it was well worth the $8.50
that I shelled over at the box office.

G-ood.
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Wanted
The Scun Diego Reader
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days and nights at the beach,
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It's time for Denny's
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By Jason Wanamaker
STAFF WRITER

It's Friday night during the dawn
hours and, for many who have spent
the night partaking in various nightlife
activities, the night is ending. For oth
ers, the adventure has just begun.
If you haven't been to Denny's
during the hours of 12 - 2 am on Fri
day or Saturday night, then you are
definitely missing out. From rap stars
to table brawls, the early morning
hours at Denny's are anything but dull.
When one first thinks of Denny's,
they most often think of a no-frills
restaurant with greasy food. This,
however, is not the case during the late
hours of the night as party-goers flock
to Denny's to cap off their night-filled
festivities.
The assortment of clientele is most
often intoxicated, providing a fun-

filled dining experience for the alert
observer.
My first after-hours experience at
Denny's occurred after a late night
party at UCSD. Having decided to
grab a bite to eat, my friends and I
were surprised to find the Denny's on
Friars Road packed to full capacity.
What even surprised us more and
made our dining experience more in
teresting was the behavior of some of
the restaurant patrons.
From stumbling drunks to a shov
ing match from two feuding tables,
little did we know that our American
Grand Slam breakfast would hold
such excitement. Since then, the situ
ations experienced at Denny's have
held up to this standard.
In one case we were seated next to
a supposed rap star and his entourage,
with trashy girls stumbling back and
forth to his table. In another situation

SOMA- 3350 Sports Arena Blvd. (All ages)
Oct. 11-S12- The Bouncing Souls, Tsunami Bomb, Strike Anywhere and
others
Oct. 13-S29.50-Godsmack and Adema
Oct. 25-$18.50- Saves the Day, Taking Back Sunday and Moneen
Oct. 31-$25- Deftones, Denali and Special Guest
Nov. 3-$ 15- Thrice, Thursday and Coheed and Cambria
Nov. 24- Vagrant Tour: Alkaline Trio, Reggie and the Full Effect, No Motiv
Dec. 5- T.S.O.L, Suicide Machines. Death by Stereo, Western Waste
The Scene- 7514 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. (All ages)
Oct. 23-$14- Cursive w/ Special Guests
Nov. 2-$ 10- Further Seems Forever
Nov. 6-$10- Catch 22 and Slick Shoes
Nov. 14-$ 12.50- Brand New, Hot Rod Circuit and Eisley
Nov. 16-S12- Death Cab for Cutie and Nada Surf
Nov. 20-$ 12- Hot Water Music
Nov. 23 and 24-$ 13- Polyphonic Spree w/ Sleepy Jackson
Belly Up Tavern-143 South Cedros Ave, Solana Beach (all shows 21+)
Oct. 14-$ 16- Raekwon (of Wu Tang)
Oct. 21- Abstract Rude, Grouch and Eligh, Ugly Duckling
Oct. 25-$10- B-Side Players w/ Guests
Oct. 29-$15- Cody Chestnutt and the Incredible Moses Leroy
RIMAC Arena- UCSD campus in La Jolla
Oct. 29-$25- Queens of the Stone Age w/ the Distillers
Nov. 1 -$15- AFI and Death by Stereo
Coors Amphitheatre- 2050 Entertainment Circle in Chula Vista
Oct. 11-12-$ 10-70- Countryfest: Lonestar, Jo Dee Messina, Kid Rock
Oct. 14-S30-40- Red Hot Chili Peppers, Flaming Lips and Mike Watt
Oct. 17-$28-52- James Taylor

we were seated next to an MTV VJ,
and in another, more comical situa
tion, we were seated next to a couple
who proceeded to discuss their sex life
at a volume heard by the entire res
taurant.
The Denny's after-hours experi
ence is not solely limited to the
Denny's on Friars Road. According to
a waitress who has worked at both a
Denny's in Pacific Beach and Point
Loma, the "Denny's After Dark" ex
perience is universal and can be en
joyed at many of their dining estab
lishments.
The next time you find yourself
coming home from a late-night party
or need a fun way to pass the early
hours of the day, give the "Denny's
After Dark" experience a try.
Most Denny's locations are open
24 hours a day and meals can be found
for under $10.
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4,h and B- 345 B St. in Downtown SD
Oct. 9-$20- Soulive and Me'shell Ndegeocello
Oct. 12-$25- Mya and Javier
Oct. 16-$20- Galactic
Nov. 13-$20- Rusted Root
Nov. 14-$ 15- Madlib, Peanut Butter Wolf, Wildchild
Nov. 21-$30- Jagermeister Tour: Slayer

SALON BLU.A
FREE CUT

withColor or

Highlights
f
$p»cktifat* t*#t

ttmpm act,

Mission Hills
160$ West Lewis St., San Diego

619-291-9095
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Adult Swim: Twisted adult cartoons

By Brooke McSpadden
STAFF WRITER

gooey facsimile of a lobster. In his molted
state, he somewhat resembles Jell-O.
There's the unforgettable Bender, the
bending robot who once became a prowrestler in a tutu (he was called "Gender
Bender"). To round out the characters,
there's Hermes, the bureaucrat, and Pro
fessor Fansworth, head of Planet Ex-

Seven cartoon characters stand
dumbfounded in the Planet Express
headquarters. The evil brains have come
to planet Earth and zapped all of their
thinking power. Hermes, the Jamaican
bureaucrat, holds a board up to his
face, amazed that he can make things
"disappear," someone shouts, "Let's
all join the Reform party," and every
one agrees that it's a good idea. The
time is the future. The show is
"Futurama."
"Futurama" is one of the many
shows hosted by Cartoon Network's
"Adult Swim." The cartoon follows
a man named Fry, accidentally cryogenically frozen in the year 1999 only Bender and Fry star in the animated comedy,
to be accidentally unfrozen in 2999.
It's a futuristic show with the perspec press. He's a mad scientist whose best
tive of today, or yesterday, as it were. If inventions include the smell-o-scope and
it hurts your head to think this much, that the "what if' machine—a magical tele
is understandable.
vision that displays the answer to any
Fry is a delivery boy for Planet Ex "what if' question. For example, if you
press. Among his colleagues are a Cy asked, "What would happen if 1 never
clops, a lobster, a robot, a Jamaican bu read this article?" then the machine
reaucrat and a mad scientist. The Cy would display "Armageddon." If you
clops, Leela, has severe identity issues wanted to know "what if' you keep read
because she was abandoned as a child— ing this article, the screen would display
a later episode reveals that she's really a a pleasant smile and a pocket full of
mutant from the sewers (but, no, she money*.
doesn't have secret mutant turtle pow
Adult Swim also offers some even less
ers. Nice try, though, really). The lob wholesome cartoons. "Home Movies" is
ster named Dr. Zoidberg, is their staff a cartoon designed to showcase adults in
doctor, who occasionally molts into a children's bodies. Eight-year-olds

Brendon, Melissa and Jason are film
makers with adult-themed adventures.
Whoa there, bucko, don't get too excited.
One time at a party Jason had a bit too
much candy and Melissa had to repeat
edly tell the belligerent Jason that she
thought he'd "had too much." Maddened
by candy, he wouldn't listen to a word
Melissa said.
He quit eating
candy after that,
but in an up
coming episode
he will be
tempted by its
evils
once
again. If you
don't believe
me, you can
GOFUTURAMA.COM
"Futurama."
watch the clip
o
n
AdultSwim.com.
The website also offers a nifty game
of soccer, and the soccer coach. Coach
McGuirk, helps with the vague directions
that are given. As you begin, he offers
this advice: "Now remember, Brendon,
any idiot can score a goal in soccer. What
you want to do is hurt anyone who gets
in your way." Ah, childhood, so very
wholesome.
Then there are the Griffins—Peter,
Lois, Meg, Stewie and Brian. Watch the
show; you'll know why that explains
enough.
Oh, you want to know more? Well,
the show's called "Family Guy." As the

website puts it, "Brian...is undeniably
the most eloquent and sophisticated
member of the Griffin Household." Brian
is the dog. The Griffins get themselves
in twisted and troublesome situations
constantly—most of them caused by
their lovable flabby father, Peter. In one
episode, Peter loses his job and starts
receiving misprinted welfare checks for
$150,000 a week and is, well, forced to
spend the money on, among other things,
a moat. He tells Lois he got a raise from
the dysfunctional toy company that used
to employ him. Of course, the scheme
doesn't work long term, but leave it to
Peter Griffin to invent new ways to screw
the government out of money.
Adult Swim has few commercials.
Adult Swim runs on COB—Cable Op
erators' Breaks. These breaks allow the
producers of Adult Swim to send little
messages to the audience. The everclever creators explain that all robots on
Futurama have square pupils, but all hu
man pupils are round.
Someone once complained that the
screens were running too fast, so they ran
the screens very quickly (just to make
people angry). In the next break, they ran
them very slowly (to even things out;
they're those kind of producers). They
have too much time on their hands, but
don't we all? So, check it out. If nothing
else, you'll learn a few cool words like
COB.
*Results may vary according to per
sonal and financial situation.

Sunday @ 1:00JPM
Torero Stadia

Tuesday @ 7:00 PM
Torero Stadium

UKDTORERaS.COM

USD Students admitted FREE

to all athletic events with I.D.
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USD flag football 3rd and long
Thursday league blitzes into third week of league play
By Sean Baldwin
CAMPUS RECREATION
You line up on the ball; sweat is drip
ping from your face. The ball is in your
right hand. The quarterback yells the
signal. You snap the ball. With out think
ing you put your body between the de
fender and your quarterback.
It strikes you that truly you are the
defender, protecting your general.
The quarterback leaves the pocket;
you can do no good for him behind the
line of scrimmage. You take off down
field, no longer a grunting line man, now
a nimble receiver.
The defense forgets that this is seven
on seven flag football and does not cover
you.
The quarterback sees a man wide open
in the middle of the field, he hurls the
ball towards his objective just as his flags
are pulled.
The ball is coming to you. You catch
it and start down the field eluding tacklers left and right. Finally ten yards down
the field (common you are a line man
ten yards is a far run for you) a safety
pulls your flag.

It is back to the line for you. Time to
protect that quarterback and dream of
making that winning touchdown. But at
least on this field you have that chance,
for you are a flag football lineman. You
are not only a trench worker but a pass
option.
Tonight will be the third week of play
for the men's flag football league. With
only two weeks of play after tonight be
fore playoffs start, the battles are becom
ing heated.
The first two games start at 7:00 pm
down at the Tecolete Canyon field.
There will be a strong match ups between
the 1-1 Beaus and the 1 -0 Playmakers.
We Score More will be looking for
its first victory against the 2-0 Willful
Blindmen.
At 8:00 there will be an exciting
match up between Tupo Tuupo's unde
feated Saga Continues vs. the 1-1 Law
Dawgs.
Also there will be a clash of small ti
tans as That One Team 0-2 takes on
Fodunkers who are also 0-2. This game
will be to see who is not in last place. It
promises to be full of passion.

JEREMY DARNER

The ball is snapped and the quarterback steps back and looks down field for a TD.

The last two games should end the
night in an entertaining way. The unde
feated Scrubs will take on Slam who has
gone 2-0 to also be undefeated.
Also the High Rollers 0-2 will be go
ing for there first victory vs. the 1-1

SWAT.
Tonight's games look to be exciting
and fun, and will be more entertaining
then anything on tv. So if you need a
break from the homework, check out the
flag football players as they try to score.

Win by two buckets or get off the court, please
3x3 Basketball might run on half a court, but to the players it is a big time sport
By Conor Muirhead
CAMPUS RECREATION
Wednesday night 3x3 Basketball
started out with two A-division teams
trying to get their first wins. The cou
gars, led by Paul Sezton, took care of Jon
Gallagher and his team in two quick
games. On court two, Old School
squeaked away with a win.
Although only going two games, the
scores were 15-13 and 15-11. On court
3, Fortune geared up to battle the Little
Lebowski Urban Achievers (what a great
name!!!).
Fortune is led by a man named Mike
Schaefer, also known to his teammates
as "Big Daddy Schaef'. Anywhere on
the court, he can put the ball in the bas
ket.
The other team had a very hard time
guarding him because he is such a ver
satile player.
Even if he misses the shot, he will be
flying high over everyone grabbing the
board and putting the ball back up for an
easy point. Fortune smoothly took care
of the Little Lebowski's in two games.
Up next in the A-division was the C

Guys. This group of players is running
a muck in every game.
They increased their record to 2-0 by
beating the Hired Guns in two brief
games. Another good team to look out
for is Team Koma.
They are led by their captain Mike
Dupree. Koma also increased their
Record to 2-0 by taking care of Reggie
Gwinn and the rest of SLAM.
At the 9 o'clock hour, two of the best
teams went head to head in a "battle of
the titans". Team ODB clashed against
Roll in' on Dubs for two amazing games.
IN the first Game, Rollin' on Dubs came
out strong and beat ODB 15-4.
Feeling slightly embarrassed, Evan
Owens led his team on a run to start out
the second game. They took the Lead
by 6 points.
Teams in the Wednesday night 3x3
Basketball league play a best of three
game series each time they play.
Each of the games is first to fifteen;
the winner must win by two. With this
in mind Curtis White and his crew must
have been feeling a little nervous. But
undoubtedly, they upped their level of
playing and evened the game.

The long game ended 15 to 13, leav
ing Rollin' on Dubs with the victory.
These two teams are sure to meet again
in the playoffs.
Another hot team in A-division is the
Fighting Quagmires. They are led by
their captain James Obergfell.
The Fighting Cuagmires are one of the
most enjoyable teams to watch because
every motion with the ball is shockingly
graceful. The Whole Team Seems Re
laxed when fighting for the top Spot.
Over in the B-division, Fat Attack
made quick use of the Free Agents in a
short game of 15-4,15-6. After two easy
wins, they are ready to take on the world.
Fat Attack and Fortune appear to be
the two top contenders in B-division,
Pool 1. But on the other hand, there are
always surprises in the world of basket
ball.
Every Wednesday night, there are over
10 games to watch between the hours of
seven and ten p.m.
If you need a break from homework
and want to see some great basketball,
then you should definitely check out the
activities at the Sports Center.
Hope to see you there!

JEREMY DARNER

He sets up, shoots, and scores!

Announcements
Peaman Biathalon October 25
11:00 am Sports Center Pool
For more info or to sign-up, contact Campus Recreation at extension 4533
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Men's soccer earned a hard fought 1-0 victory

A stellar Torero defense held on for USD's fourth consecutive win at home

By Dane Mahoney
STAFF WRITER

The University of San Diego men's
soccer team won their fourth consecu
tive match as they beat the UC Irvine
Anteaters 1-0 on Friday night.
A strike from just outside the penalty
box by freshman Michael Caso was all
the offense needed as the Torero defense
held strong for the shutout.
USD goalkeeper Lance Friesz made
two spectacular saves midway through
the second half to help ensure the vic
tory. The first half of play was domi
nated by the Toreros as they passed the
ball crisply through vacant spaces left
open by the complacent Anteaters.
Central midfielders Scott Burcar and
Kevin Wilson dictated play as their
through balls to the wingers exploited the
flanks and put the UC Irvine defense
under pressure.
The first true scoring opportunity of
the match came in the TO"1 minute as Matt
McCausland lofted a nice ball over the
top of the Anteater defense to an onrushing Sy Reeves.
Reeves took the ball at full pace,
slipped past the final defender, yet ended
up being robbed of a goal by a nice slid

ing stop from the UC Irvine keeper, Ryan
Mathy. It would take only five more min
utes for the Toreros to score the only goal
of the game.
Freshman Ryan Guy crossed a ball

to the awaiting Michael Caso.
Caso took a clever touch to his right,
where he found himself able to fire a shot
on the Anteater goal from 18 yards out.
He kicked it with accuracy and veloc-

LAURA JOHNCOX

Michael Caso's first half goal was enough to earn a Torero victory.

deep into the Anteater penalty box, which
was headed by a UC Irvine defender out

light of the home crowd.
The second half was characterized by
a dramatic shift in momentum as the
Toreros found themselves pinned in their
end for the majority of the 45-minute pe
riod.
The creative midfield of USD that had
so thoroughly cut through the Anteaters
was nullified by a tough tackling side that
seemingly did not exist in the first half.
Thankfully, the Torero back line was up
to the challenge as they banded together
and fought off the vigorous UC Irvine
attack. Alex Romagnolo played a bril
liant game, winning countless headers
and giving nice outlet passes out of the
back.
Torero goalkeeper Lance Friesz
showed his mettle once again by mak
ing two stunning saves within the span
of five minutes. Friesz's most impres
sive stop came from a header in which
he dove fully extended to his right in or
der to catch the ball, leaving no chance
for a rebound.
The final whistle blew and the Toreros
stood tall with a gritty 1-0 victory, im
proving their record to 5-2-2 on the sea
son.

ity as the ball found the bottom righthand corner of the net, much to the de

USD athletes take home WCC Player of the Week honors

Junior Devon Forster (volleyball) and Senior Brenna Mullen (women's soccer) earn WCC recognition
Media Wire

The University of San Diego volley
ball standout Devon Forster (Boulder,
CO) was honored as the West Coast
Conference Player of the Week, as an
nounced Monday (10/6) by the league
office.
Forster, a 6-foot-1 junior outside hit
ter, has helped earn San Diego a No. 18
national ranking by the AVCA and a 133 overall record this season.
Forster continued her dominating
play over the weekend helping USD
open up league play with a pair of wins.
Forster had 19 kills in just three
games, leading USD past Gonzaga on
Saturday. Forster also tallied match-best
numbers in kills against Portland Friday,
putting down 16 on a hitting percentage
of .500.
Forster will try to continue leading the

BROCK scon

BROCK SCOTT

Devon Forster had 19 kills in just three games and Brenna Mullen has scored
two straight game winning goals.

team in Northern California when USD
plays Santa Clara this Saturday.
After leading San Diego past Arizona

and 12th-ranked Arizona State this
weekend, Torero senior midfielder
Brenna Mullen was named the West

Coast Conference Player of the Week as
announced by the league office on Mon
day (10/6).
Mullen, a local product out of Torrey
Pines High School, netted both game-win
ners as San Diego improved its overall
record to 6-2-3.
Mullen was mobbed by teammates af
ter Sunday's win after she gathered a long
pass, spun and fired a shot past a diving
Arizona State goalkeeper in double-over
time.
The 2-1 final came two days after
Mullen tallied three points in San Diego's
triumph over Arizona.
Mullen assisted on USD's first score
against the Cats and then scored herself
from 40-yards out- finding the upper right
corner on a goal that proved to give USD
the 2-1 win.
Mullen and USD host Santa Clara this
Sunday at 1 pm.
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Midweek Tandem Special
only $149 Per Person
(not including video / not valid with other discounts)

Monday - Friday Only

Call (619) 216-8416
www.SkyDiveSanDiego.com

Offer Expires 10/15/03

